UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
APC Meeting
Feedback for BS and MS Environmental Science and Engineering
Meeting called to order at 12:35 p.m.

Attendance: Chair George Mobus, Kathy Beaudoin
Guest: Bobbe Miller-Murray

Meeting April 8, 2009

Initial Feedback:

George Mobus explained that Jim Gawel will be invited to discuss these proposals.

1) Kathy Beaudoin suggested that it is important to clarify whether there are Core classes available in the area at Community Colleges that will fulfill the 63 prerequisites. Also, early advising will be needed to ensure students pathway at UW Tacoma will transfer from community colleges.

2) Mobus referring to Gen./ Organic Chemistry, suggested that hires and rank for the BS should be justified. There is a certain level of expertise required for these courses.

3) Beaudoin noted the BS course Physics/ Fluid Dynamics discrepancy between appointments on the two charts. The appointments don't match.

4) Mobus suggested that the Institute of Technology and Environmental Science might start some discussions about ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology) across units and the overall long term campus strategy. Mobus referred to Section II B with the intent to get accreditation.

Bobbe Miller-Murray: Update on Admissions Appeals Process

Action: Miller-Murray will draft a letter and send this to the student. Miller-Murray will draft a policy for the catalog and bring to APC to be reviewed.

Meeting adjourned at 12:55 p.m.